complex if system operability is defined in terms of the system's ability to provide some service, e.g., every pair of operable processors are able to communicate using some specific routing protocol.
We later give examples of all three situations.
This paper describes methods we have used to address these situations, and a software tool called ASSURE that embodies these methods. ASSURE combines the functions of ASSIST and SURE.
The user's interface to ASSURE is an enhanced version of the ASSIST [2] language. ASSIST's power of expression is extended to ahnost arbitrarily complex models by allowing the user to write C language routines to recognize system failure, to recognize system transition conditions, and to express system state modification following a transition. We also investigate user-might reflect suchfailure. Even with the fore-mentioned features,the sheersizeof state-spaces involvedin somemodelsprohibit an exact and exhaustiveanalysis. To addressthis problemwe havedeveloped efficientwaysof jointly using Monte Carlo simulationand the SUREboundsto constructconfideflce intervalson estimatedupper andlower reliability bounds. In addition, our method supportsestimationof arbitrary measures of systemperformancein death-states, and we haveextendedthe ASSISTlanguageto supportautomatedestimationof theseuser defined statistics. Finally, the Monte Carlo analysisis easilyparallelizedas well, againon a networkof ordinaryworkstations. ASSIST/SUREis only oneof manygoodreliability tools;i.e.,seethe recentsurvey [8] . Various of the featureswe'veincorporated into ASSUREhavebeenusedin thepastby othertools. The notion of expressing modelsin a highlevellanguage andthen automatingthe generation andanalysis of the underlyingMarkovchainis commonto all modernreliability tools. For example, HARP [5] usesa fault tree descriptionof failure processes anda petri-net descriptionof recoveryprocesses. Fromthesea Markovchainis constructed andanalyzedto providesystemstateprobabilities.SAVE
[7]usesa languagedescribing a machine-shop with repairmen.SHARPE[17]providesa numberof differentmodeltypes,in a sort of analysistoolbox. The notion of truncatinga state-space (while developing it, oi" searching_t)is found in the tools above,as well as in [6] . The idea of using a commonprogramminglanguageas a vehiclefor describinga model is exploitedin DEPEND[9], WhichalsousesMonte Carlo simulation,as doesSAVE [7] . A Monte Carlo versionof HARP has alsobeendeveloped [1] . Our intent is to showhowASSURE'sfeaturestogetherallowus to attack very largeandcomplicated systemmodels,andto demonstrate a singletool that seamlessly allows eitheranexactanalysisor a simulationanalysisand,or, a serialsolutionor a parallelsolutionfrom a common(but general)modeldescription.Our main contributionsareimplementationmethods suitablefor solvingsuchmodels.Thesecontributionsarethree-fold.First, wedemonstrate that on an interestingsetof largeproblemsthereis muchto be gainedby regenerating statesin a depthfirst analysis, rather than savingeachgenerated stateagainstthe possibilitytl_atit will bevisited again. This style of analysispermits solutionof somemodelsconsidered to be "out of reach"at the time [8] The sequence of transitions defining a path through a semi-Markov state space reflect a possible system behavior in time. The amount of time the system takes to traverse a given path p is random, call it Sp. Given a mission time T, the SURE theorem gives formulae for upper and lower bounds (Uv(T) and Lp(T), respectively) on Pr{Sp _< T, path p is taken}. These bounds are of particular interest when the last state on p is a death-state.
Let /) be the set of death-states, let I be the initial system state, and let T' be the set of all pathsfromI through states not in/), to some member of/). The probability that the semi-Markov process enters/) within time T is Pr{Death state entered within time T} = _ Pr{5'p _< T, path p is taken}.
To use the SURE bounds one discovers and analyzes every path in 7) (at least the ones with sufficient probability) as follows. We classify every state on a path p as being a class 1,2, or 3 state.
A state is in class 1 if its transition on p is slow, and every other transition from the state is also slow. Any state whose transition on p is fast is in class 2; the transition from a class 3 state is slow, and there is at least one fast transition from that state. The following class-specific parameters are needed to state the SURE bounds.
Class 1 Let k be the total number of class 1 states on p. For the i th class 1 state define ,Xi to be the rate of the transition out of the state, and define 7_ to be the sum of rates of all other transitions from that state.
Class 2 Let m be the total number of class 2 states on p. For the i th class 2 state define e_ to be the sum of rates of all slow transitions from it. Let pi be the probability that the particular transition on p is successful (as opposed to some other transition from that state); let #.2,, and 0"2, i respectively be the conditional mean and standard deviation of the state holding time,
given that the selected transition on p is successful.
Class 3 Let n be the total number of class 3 states on p. Let cq be the rate of the transition out of the ith class 3 state on p, and/3i be the sum of rates of all other slow transitions from that same state. Define #3,, and a3,i to be the mean and standard deviation of the holding time in that state, given that a fast transition occurs (instead of the slow transition that di(t occur).
Finally, let Q(T) be the probability of traversing by T a path constructed by concatenating the k class 1 states, and let h,r2,...,r,,,, and sl,s2,...,s_ be strictly positive numbers such that
where and
i=l j=l
Computationof the a, #, a, and p values is standard. The following suggestions for ri, si, and bounds on Q(T) are given in [3] :
An important characteristic of these bounds is that they depend only on a small amount of information pertaining to the path. In fact, the products in Equations (2)- (4) One way to use these bounds is to explore all paths from I to 7). Whenever a path p E 7) is discovered,
Lp(T) and Up(T) are computed and added to accumulating totals L(T) and U(T).
It is important to prune loops, or other paths with very small (relative) probabilities. SURE-based tools typically prune a path p once Up(T) is smaller than some threshold 4) (which may be given by the user, or can be found automatically). Upon pruning p, Up(T) is added to an accumulating total P(T); the final lower and upper bounds on system failure by time T are then L(T) and
U(T) + P(T).
One typically desires to find ¢ such that P(T) is an order of magnitude smaller than
u(T).
A user of the original ASSIST/SURE toolset constructs a state-space using ASSIST, and analyzes it using SURE. In the next section we describe how the generation and analysis can be combined, and how the whole process is easily parallelized. Table 1 : Timings of first model problem on parallel platforms CPU), and on a local area network using 6, 12, and 18 SUN Sparc workstations of various models.
The iPSC/860 was dedicated to the application, whereas the network runs were competing with everything else on the network (which was lightly loaded) at the time. Also, our network timings have a resolution of only one minute, being taken from last-modification times on files. Table 1 presents these results.
The primary conclusion we draw from these timings is that the paralleUzation techniques work to dramatically reduce solution time. Furthermore, while the performance shown is nearly an order of magnitude faster on a dedicated multiprocessor, one can still get impressive performance from workstation networks commonly found in research labs.
Model Trimming
The Now from any state X, let U(X), C(X) and S(X) be the sum of rates of unsafe, conditionally safe, = and safe transitions, respectively. Also, let R(X) be the sum of rates of exponentially distributed recovery transitions from X, and let M(X) he an upper bound on the sum of slow transition rates in any state reachable from X in two transitions.
To construct a trimming bound we may consider the behavior of a simple Markov chain shown in Figure 2 . From X it describes an aggregate recovery, an aggregate unsafe transition, aggregate conditionally safe transition, and aggregate safe transition.
The chain also expresses a second level of behavior, with unsafe and not-unsafe transitions. The rates on the second level transitions are upper bounds on the aggregate rates in the actual system.
The effect of recovery transitions on these states are omitted, which serves to accelerate the simple chain towards failure state F even faster than the actual system. Our trimming bound is given by adding the SURE upper bounds on each of five paths which extend the path to X further to the failed state F. This sum is greater than the sum of probabilities of reaching any death state eventually reachable by taking a failure transition from X.
In theoryonecouldusethe trimming boundby comparingit to a threshold¢ (like the pruning threshold).
If ¢ is larger, the only transitions from X that are generated are the recoveries, and the trimming bound is added to the accumulating pruning bound. In practice it is difficult for a general tool such as ASSURE to automatically compute the necessary failure rates (note, however, that this is less oi' a problem with tools that impose more structure on their model input description, from which the rates might be inferred). We've addressed the problem in ASSURE by allowing a user to write a C language function that computes
U(X), C(X), S(X), R(X), and M(X)
for any state X. ASSURE then automatically invokes and uses the results of the routine. This mechanism allows a modeler to exploit knowledge of the system structure in order to quickly compute these transition rates, or upper bounds upon them (or a lower bound on R(X)).
Consider our first example problem. When a device in a quad fails it is considered to be "failed"
and "in use" until completion of a recovery transition that takes it off-line. A "bad" component is one that is in this transitional state. The ASSURE model defines the system to fail if any of the following conditions holds.
,, A fault occurs in one network partition while the other partition is under repair.
• The number of FTP channels that are good is zero, or is less than or equal to the number of channels that are bad.
• For every device type, the number of devices that are good is zero, or less than or equal to the number of devices that are bad.
• A failed network is unable to establish a virtual bus to operative devices. The key ingredient to making the user-assisted bounds work well is that the user-supplied routine be able to quickly compute upper bounds on the transition rates. The alternative is to let ASSURE discover these rates (at least U(X) and C(X)+S(X)) by generating the descendents of X.
We tested the alternative, and found no performance gains. There is, of course, some danger that a user may misclassify transitions, leading to premature trimming and failure to discover important death-states. However, we believe that trimming of this type may be safely used if the system of interest has structure that permits automatic classification of pending transitions, or if there is a higher level system description language (like TOTAL) where sufficient structure is expressed so that a correct user-assisted pruning routine may be generated automatically.
Simulation
Despite the promise of analyzing large state-spaces via parallel processing and smart trinmling, the prohlem remains that gargantuan state-spaces defeat any approach based on exhaustive analysis.
This is especially true in systemswhichtoleratemanyfailures.Evenif a tool cananalyzea model, albeit slowly,a modelermay desirelooseupperboundson reliability in the courseof exploringa modeldesign.Alternatively,onemayfirst wishto exhaustively test to ensurethat anycombination of K failures will not cause system failure, and then get a rough estimate of reliability. In such cases a Monte Carlo simulation approach can help. This section outlines such an approach, based on importance sampling. We first discuss the mathematics of sampling and show that the basic method is sound. We also point out that importance sampling based on SURE bounds achieves variance reduction over another standard method.
We then consider parallelization, and observe excellent speedups.
Next we discuss optimized death-state checking, and also further language extensions to support general statistical measurements.
Finally we discuss some important implementation considerations.
Mathematical Basis
For any path p ending in 7) (i.e., p E P), let f(p) denote the probability that the system chooses p 
where P is the random path chosen to/). A Monte Carlo approach is to estimate this expectation via random sampling of Pr{Sp < TiP is taken}.
(liven a path p and SURE bounds Lp(T) and Up(T), we know that
This inequality could be used to estimate
there is a serious problem with such an approach. When P is sampled from f, from any state with both fast and slow transitions we will ahnost always chose the fast (recovery) transition. The majority of death-states occur in those rare cases when recovery mechanisms are defeated by low probability additional failures. Sampling paths using f means missing some of the death-states one is atteml)ting to find. This problem has been recognized before [13, 4, 10, 8] , where the notion of importance sampling is used. Intuitively, importance sampling is used to skew the path _ampling towards rare events. Mathematically, let g(p) be a different probability mass function for sampling
where
To use importance sampling is to estimate the latter expectation by randomly sampling (with respect to g) bounds on R(p) Pr{S'p _< Tip is taken}. From inequality (6) we see that for any path P or equivalently,
The Monte Carlo analysis consists of sampling (with respect to g) many independent replications of paths to 79, and for each computing
Lp(T)/g(p)
and The primary motivation for importance sampling is variance reduction. It is therefore instructive to examine how the sample variance achieved under our scheme changes as the class probability threshold q changes. This is illustrated in Figure 3 , where for the NetB model we plot 95% confidence intervals on the upper bound 3.97e-9, following 10,000 replications. This data shows However, since effective importance sampling is known to be problem class dependent, ASSURE can call a user written routine to do the importance sampling. Such a routine is passed a description of the system state, and all transitions possible from that state (and their rates). The routine chooses a transition, and reports back the probability of making that choice under the importance sampling strategy. This is all the information ASSURE needs to correctly compute its statistics. We noted earlier the high computational cost of checking that condition.
Parallelization
The problem is that a path may be extended many times before reaching/); most of the death-state checks are unnecessary, as they do not observe a death-state.
We exploit the fact that once the system State enters 7) it will not depart. information. Wehaveshownthat this tradeoffis advantageous whensystemfailure occursafter a small numberof component failures. In addition the approachis easily parallelized, either on a dedicatedmu]tiprocessor or on an ordinarynetworkof workstations.An important part of our methodis to usea minimumof specialized syntaxto describea frameworkfor a model'stransition behavior,and to let a modelerusethe full resources of the C programminglanguageto describe the detailsof that behavior.
We alsoinvestigatethe integrationof SUREboundsand Monte Carlo simulationbasedon importancesampling.Wefind that the approachproducesaccurateresultsusingasfew as 10,000 replications onmodelswith two ordersofmagnitudemoreStates. Consequently, onlargemodelsthe simulation-based analysisexecutes morequickly.Furthermore, weobserve that SURE-based Monte Carlo estimationhas desirablevariancereductionproperties. Finally, simulation-based analysis admitssolutionof problemsthat are too large for exactanalysis,andadmitseasyexploitationof parallelismby simulatingindependent replicationsin parMlel.
All of the methodsdescribedare encorporated in a tOo]calledASSURE.From a singleuser interface, ASSUREprovidesexactanalysisor simulation-based analysis, serialexecutionor parallel execution. EmpiricM studiesof large modelssolvedwith ASSUREshowthat the methodswe describeareeffectivein accelerating the solutiontime of large complexproblems.
Our resultsshowthe promiseof attackinglargereliability problemsby path analysis.Further work may be directedtowardsgeneralizing the SUREboundsto includenon-homogeneous failure rates,andto sharpenconfidence intervalswith moreadvance importancesamplingschemes. [4]
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